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introduction
The 12th issue offers an in-depth analysis of mysterious and uncanny dimensions of reality and the bizarre and unsettling phenomena it harbours, despite
their seeming transparency or banality. “Bestiarium”
as the overall theme of the issue leads us towards mysterious experiments, aberrations, collections of objects,
images, observations and fantasies that are unbecoming and cumbersome, evade conventions and make interpretation difficult. We show an art that is subject to
instinct and intuition and follow the covert passions of
its authors. We create a topography of abandoned places. We catalogue figures whose existence is shaky and
status indeterminate.
In the “Humping Pact” project Dmitry Paranyushkin and Diego Agullo attempt to ritually tame (and
love) abused and abandoned post-industrial spaces in
different cities or else sophisticated interiors of European museums or oft-trodden and thus forgotten urban squares. Monika Drożyńska reveals everyday coincidences and projects a reality that abounds in traces
of the past, of magic, of the imagined and remem-

bered. Mysteries are revealed also by Marcin Zawicki,
Emil Kasela, Ewelina Piguła, Leszek Knaflewski, Zofia Nierodzińska, and Stanisław Mrowiński, who offer
insight into fragments of their successive phantasms.
These are sometimes murky and emerge from the deepest recesses of the soul, like Kasela’s photographs or
Nierodzińska’s painted collages and (literally) varicoloured landscapes full of intriguing fauna and flora (Zawicki and Mrowiński). Zawicki makes intricate installations that imitate the hidden life of nature, which he
later recreates in minute detail on canvas, In turn, the
sketches and illustrations of animals by Mrowiński are
not only affirmative observations of nature but also an
attempt at its aesthetic, completely autonomous taxonomy. The world presented are likewise mystic initiations, reversed mirrors of reality which reflect women
power, its creative potency but also destruction (Barbara Konopka and Zofia Nierodzińska).
The text authors carry out their independent inquiries into intriguing creative endeavours. Aleksandra Glinka tells a story of Roger Ballen’s work whereas
Marcin Czerkasow provides insights into the nature
facts and interpretations. Agnieszka Szablikowska in
turn deciphers the course of bizarre coincidences in the
life of Nick Beef, which provided an impetus for concrete art projects and juxtaposes this history with the
enigmatic disappearance of the remains of Witkacy.

introduction

Olga Topol probes the underlying reasons for curiosities collection in the 19th century, while Jakub Bąk in
an essay titled Petro-Demon puts forth a thesis about
the enticing power or even an esoteric charm of crude
oil and its derivatives, delineating a dense network of
social and cultural references. Ewa Opałka’s essay
demonstrates an order of post-pornographic experience, offers a glimpse of debates about sexuality and
the difficulties of defining the obscene.
Traditionally, the magazine introduces young
artists; this time we focus on the work of Justyna
Kisielewska and Takayuki Hara.
translated by Marcin Turski
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Stanisław Mrowiński soaked up nature with all of his
senses simultaneously – as he wrote in the natural notes,
a unique nature diary – a collection of comments, impressions, epiphanies, and studies dedicated to his
enormous passion. He was able to notice in nature what
many others failed to see; he was aware of inter-relations between various species but was also able to get inside a peony or quince, define the thickness of pulp, the
roughness and delicateness of petals, marvel at even the
tiniest component of the Aaron’s rod or the burdock.
He “wasted” three sacks of potatoes sketching the tubers of this seemingly common vegetable. He went into
raptures about rooks, goldfinches, owls, toucans, and
lemurs and had a special love for rhinoceroses and African elephants. His notes are a testament to the many
years of fascinations with fish or mushrooms and, naturally, a profound passion for cactuses. Not always did he
have enough time and opportune circumstances to get
engrossed in nature; then he showered his admiration on
plans at florist shops and loaned fruit and veggies from
vending stalls. As he wrote, when money was scarce and
he could not buy anything, he used his last resources to
buy begonias. In time he collected a sizeable book collection composed of albums (not all illustrated books
made their way to the set as Mrowiński was very careful to acquire only publications with excellent graphics
and the highest level of content), which helped him dis-
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cover ever new species of flora and fauna. A collector’s
passion is born. The artist exhibits ever new interests
and discovers curios and far from ordinary items in his
home harden, on the River Warta or in Dębiński Forest.
Enchanted with colour, shape, uniqueness, or charm of
animals and plants, the artist always wants to learn the
history of a particular species, to get insights about its
nature and to understand its vital functions. The artist
not only studies all available data but also draws, paints
and creates – this is how he makes illustrations, drawings and oil paintings (a less known part of his oeuvre),
collages and prints. Mrowiński’s notebook/diary combines images and words, at nearly every page – apart
from vivid descriptions, reflections and stories – there
are drawings, pasted postcards, book plates, cut out
book excerpts, dried up plants, photographs, painted
pansies, newspaper clippings, feathers, maps, poems,
and tables… His notes, drawings and comments can be
found moreover in many a volume of natural books by
other authors, which have been meticulously annotated until today by Irena Rychły-Mrowińska. By adding comments, sketching and pasting the artist tried to
both better grasp the laws of nature, comprehend his
own fascination and fathom the relationship between
the world of nature and art.
Andrzej Nizołek1 was right in writing that Mrowiński
was invariably a discoverer touched by the beauty and

uniqueness of nature. His constant discoveries of the
vitality and marvellous qualities in animals and plants
as well as in fossils and shells may look today like a mad
desire to systematise and like an irrational attempt to set
the world to order. However, some will regard Stanisław
Mrowiński’s art as expressive of a love of extraordinary
form and matter, as a process of arousing the senses and
developing the tools and intuitions of a scholar-artist,
as a humble, inquisitive and sensitive insight into the
world’s mysteries.
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translated by Marcin Turski

1 A. Niziołek, Odkrywam. O Stanisławie Mrowińskim, Galeria Miejska Arsenał, Związek Polskich Artystów Plastyków,
Poznań 2006.
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In order to fall in love with an animal or a crystal you do
not really need personal contact with the object; I have
never seen an African elephant and yet I am in love with
it. The author of a book, an illustration or a photo plays
a very significant role in this case (of an intermediary) …
Success hinges on his or her promotional skills. And so
I knew dinosaurs since I was a little kid; these were my
“fairy tales” and it has not changed until now … I appreciate facts rather than fiction since reality can be more fantastic than the most sophisticated fiction. This principle is
also the principle of my art.
(…) I was more of a naturalist than a visual artist, and I
believe in it. Still, I was potentially a visual artist as witnessed by my love of beautiful or at best unique things. Back
then I was not fond of “poisonous” plants and “venomous”
animals; today, conversely, venom arouses curiosity and
triggers respect, enhances the “wildness” of an animal and
makes it different from the disliked “husbanded” and domesticated one. Therefore I detested leeches, spiders, bumblebees, wasps, hornets, and bees. I ate a wasp with sugar,
I stepped on a bumblebee and stay clear of hornets with superstitious fear. I am not afraid of snakes, even venomous
ones, yet hornets freak me out.
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Jerzy N.’s father grew silkworms. I knew the process of
growing them from the egg to the cocoon. I came to like the
velvety bodies of the caterpillars, and the cocoons were invariably an object of admiration and puzzlement. I helped
Jerzy collect the leaves, spread them and listen – exactly!
– to the larvae eat them. There and then, in a hothouse one
winter – I always loved the climate of a hothouse – I felt
as if in a miniature jungle … – I fished out toads and holding them in my left hand I drew them with the right hand.
It was then that I learned, I learned the toad’s venom on
my own hand …
I have never really been able to show enthusiasm to anglers,
when I saw a bunch of roach on a string, pierced between
the snout and the gills... In Międzyzdroje (on a pier) I inadvertently pushed back into water the flounder that had
been fished out and abandoned on the quay... I know no
sadder sight than that of the death of a silent fish...
First of all I took a lot of effort to paste all kinds of engravings with animals from all textbooks into one edition
of Brehm’s book (62) so that at any moment I can get hold
of all engravings of, say, a giraffe; they are collected neatly
in one place. This job took me many a day. Taking this opportunity I resolved to collect possible iconography on, say,
an elk, capercaillie and others (tapir, rhino, lynx) and
publish them one day in a book.
22
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These are not only “memorabilia”, dried-out emotions in
the form of heart-shaped leaves; this is comparative material, evidence for studies on the beauty of nature, the wealth
of the environment, the logic of form and construction.
I am interested in the symbiosis between animals and
plants, such as elk – alder, bison – oak, swan – water lily,
etc. My interpersonal contacts with people who love nature and pursue arts, even amateurs (Wiśniewski, Łącki)
– Jeziorkowski – are ever tighter.
I am engrossed in T. Karpowicz’s Księga puszczy, getting
red in the face as I read, as if I were a small boy... I collect
lithograph herbariums, invaluable for me like illuminated
engravings for others, who measure everything in terms of
money.
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Extracts from Stanisław Mrowiński’s notebook

Speaking of exotic species, it is only now that I have been
swept away by one of the most significant animals, the
African elephant, and also the big African animals such
as antelopes, rhinos, giraffes, and buffalos.

Karolina Sikorska
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I buy ever more magnificent books, with ever better illustrations. I sieve my sentiments through ever different sieves – I focus attention on selected animal groups
– I need to disregard others as life is getting short and the
hunger of knowledge is more and more acute... Here we go.
Now I know! They will be my favourite hobby since 1985...
Fish and mushrooms! The 2 most favourite among them are
the pike and the cod.
Actually, I re-discovered mosses and believe to be their
grower one day, you can grow many species within 1m2,
in town even on a balcony; I believe mosses have a future
ahead of them … I was enchanted by mosses for the second
time that same year 1961 in Stołowe Mounts. – huge pillows on the way to Błędne Skały. I tried to “grow” in an
alpine garden – it did not work … One day I will start a
rock garden on my balcony.
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I learn how to live without haste from the Sundevall’s jird.
How to use warm bed clothes and the silence of the studio
and how to perform at once what is to be done. I have also
learned how to work well from Hiroshige and Hokusak;
I started the year 1980 from their studies of nature.
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I “see” nature drawn or painted in colour in a particular
technique at that: oil, watercolour, etc. I examine a watermelon, a paprika (63), and finally peep inside a pumpkin (64), fascinated by the profound interior, yet I express
more than form itself, I wish to draw life, death, time,
frost, heat, etc. with the aid of forms taken from nature,
with the aid of a metaphor. I draw a long time, patiently,
thinking about the show, about rendition in graphic techniques. I provide captions in a scientific language (quercus
no xy). I moved from accidentally encountered natural
phenomena to seeking in nature what can came in handy
in my art. My interests take shape, both as to their content
and form.
We went with I. to the Łódź ZOO to study the royal pheasant. And in the most opportune moment the pheasant
granted me a tail feather! Sic! He lost it right at the fence
so that I was able to wriggle it out of the pen somehow and
take away. It was a miracle of sorts!
translated by Marcin Turski
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That same year 86 saw the publication of our second publication with LK; again, it was mercilessly botched up but
I do not want to lose temper fighting with the publishing
house... I have to fight a lot with Leszek about many antelopes, urging him to write something about it, to smuggle
in what I like a lot and what is worthwhile to know...
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The Petro-Demon
Kuba Bąk
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Perhaps it is not people who have discovered petroleum but the other way round? Perhaps the black and
despicable fossil of prehistoric life remained deep
underground, dreaming its black dreams, in order to,
hundreds of millions years later, pierce through the
planet’s rocky skin and today it is not people who use
oil and its derivatives but rather the latter that drive,
manage and control the Western civilization?
According to the commonly accepted theory,
petroleum formed out of vast quantities of fossilized
organic materials buried under sedimentary rock,
under intense heat and pressure, in anoxic conditions. It is possible that in such extreme conditions,
on the planetary scale, was born oil’s demonic zeal
for reviving the dead and directing the living. Oil as
the prime mover of dead objects, a spirit propelling
the shells of machines, is not just an extraordinary
vision, and nor does the idea of petrodollars fuelling the global economy seem an intellectual abuse.
But beyond those common notions we can also think
an abstract subjectivity of petroleum on a scale far
exceeding the scope of human agency. Suffice it to
imagine the global oil reserves as a single entity, going outside and subject to endless transformations,
furnishing the world with plastics; to imagine the
inorganic body of oil powering a constant journey
of all people, similar to the one in Conrad’s Heart
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of Darkness, controlled from the gas station to the
secret telluric reservoirs by the innumerable snarl of
pipes. Bush, Bin Laden, Putin and other petro-politicians will then appear to us as puppets, their strings
pulled by a dark liquid; the same happens with a
Chinese plastic toy and a US military drone, called
into being and animated by means of a stream of the
hydrocarbon body lying dormant underground and
out/in-fluencing the surface of the entire planet, its
culture and goings-on.
A liquid fossil fuel, petroleum, rock oil, ‘black
gold’, its extremely long molecules of carbon and
hydrogen enchanted in a mixture of gasses, liquids
and solid bitumens. Satanic excrement, an effect of
total decomposition, a planetary archive of putrefaction and accumulated destruction: dead plankton, micro- and macro-organisms, fauna and flora
that have become the flesh and blood of a planetary
body. Even though the role of petroleum as the main
driving force of civilization has been steadily growing since the mid-19th century, for decades the omnipresent substance has remained virtually invisible.
Only when its reserves are nearing depletion, when
the semi-mythical ‘oil peak’ is coming and armed
conflicts intensify in oil-rich regions, only now is
petroleum becoming excessively visible, publicly
present and politically guilty, only at a time of scar-

city, when it is beginning to finalize its mysterious
opus that is the industrial Western civilization and its
global career. Only when oil and the combustion engine are beginning to lose their charm of modernity
are artistic statements appearing in which oil speaks
itself, on its own terms, in a purely aesthetic form,
through people and their works. Oil is finally entering the stage of symbolic exchange, where real social
disputes remain unsettled in a clash of reason and
craving, economy and ecology.
The major petrochemical corporations – the
world’s largest political-economic players – draw
their causal power from revenues obtained from the
extraction, processing and speculation of crude oil
and yet, save for the flagship gas stations and an occasional refinery photo on the corporate website, they
remain virtually invisible, their discretion guarded
by powerful PR firms and armed security personnel
protecting oil-drilling operations from the lenses of
reporters and activists alike. Even when things came
to light and nothing could stop the media from reporting about the largest-ever oil spill caused by
the explosion of the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig
in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, for most part the reports didn’t show the disaster’s main protagonist.
The screens and newspaper pages were dominated
by images of defiled nature, of animals choking on
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Edward Burtynsky, Oil Fields #19ab Belridge,
California, USA, 2003
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the sticky black gunk, the gushing flow of which
could not be stopped for nearly a year and the consequences of which seemed impossible to contain.
All the demons of the stumbling oil-based economy
– alienation, displacement, transport accidents, climate change, neo-colonial conflicts, exploitation of
peripheral and indigenous communities, pollution
– found their universal symbol in an uncontrollable
spill. Yet petrochemical-industry iconography does
exist and includes themes far more numerous than
just the spectacular, universalizing experience of
an all-out ecological disaster. Intentional efforts to
depict the petro-demon are not frequent in cultural
communications but when they do appear, they usually assume critical forms, even if not being devoid of
qualities such as loftiness or beauty.

To the viewers visiting the basement of Saatchi’s gallery the murky coat of the telluric grease offers a
black illumination. Perfectly still and impenetrable,
the surface is silent, manifesting its deepest secret.
Though it is in fact a liquid, the used engine oil filling
the huge steel tank covering the room’s floor looks a
bit like a solid body. The sticky pool ignores its surroundings, seemingly hiding its inner characteristics
while, at the same time, showing them off to all and
sundry. Oil’s inscrutable and implacable indifference turns out to be its secret immanent quality and
a fundamental streak defining its relationship with
people. Deep under sand deserts and ocean beds,
in pipelines and refineries, in the cargo holds of oil
tankers and automobile gas tanks, just like in Gallery
13 at Saatchi’s in London, oil flows or rests, inhumanly imperturbable. Becoming aware of this, one
can start looking for the same kind of inhuman indifference in people and their actions.
In 2008, during the 5th Berlin Biennale, Ahmet
Ögüt covered the floor of the Kunst Werke’s main hall
with thick outdoor asphalt. Like Wilson’s 20:50, the
two-dimensional installation, called Ground Floor,
comprising 400 sq metres of uniform bituminous
mass – in itself a form of petroleum – literally gives
the floor to a pure substance, surrendering the entire
space to it. Both installations bring to mind Minimal

Substance
In 2010, after nearly twenty years, Richard
Wilson’s 20:50 was reinstalled at the Saatchi Gallery
in London. A room custom-built for the piece was
flooded in recycled engine oil (20:50 being its viscosity index); the dark surface of the oily liquid reflects everything, like a perfect mirror. A substance
usually hidden inside engines or in tight containers
has been revealed and dispensed on a paralysing scale.
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Richard Wilson, 20:50,
oil installation site specific, 1987/2010

Ahmet Ögüt, Ground Control, 2007-2008,
400 m2 of asphalt, the view from Kunstwerke, 5 Biennale in Berlin
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Art or even Land Art, but neither can be reduced to
artistic issues alone, the establishment of spatial relationships between object and viewer, a perceptual
event, or an accumulator of sensory stimuli. The silent, uniform dark mass creates a rather uncomfortable situation, subjecting us to a dysfunctional aesthetic experience. There is not a single object in the
exhibition room for the viewer to confront themselves with, nothing to face or take in, just the smell
and a growing sense of being surrounded, dominated,
by the impassive and indifferent totality of the spacefilling asphalt. The bituminous surface of roads is
usually viewed as serving drivers, the community and
its economy, understood both locally and globally.
Ögüt’s installation turns our attention towards the
situation in Turkey, where road building, pursued in
the name of modernization, serves also to bring the
more remote parts of the country under government
control. The surface is, therefore, meant to facilitate
the control of people and the environment. Inside the
gallery, however, the dark layer of tarmac serves no
one and nothing, remaining inhumanly impassionate, static, autarkic and overwhelming. From this
point of view, going beyond the gallery in the mind’s
eye, the mysterious substance seems to turn into a
parasite, emerging from underground in the form
of crude oil, metamorphosing in the closely guarded

refineries, and finally covering the globe with an ever
denser web symbiotically connected with the ever
larger swarm of combustion-engine vehicles. Looking at the asphalt-covered floor of Berlin’s Kunst
Werke we see a demon, serving political power and
its own self-destructive policy of growing mobility,
combustion, processing, extraction, and exhaustion.
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Infrastructure
Extraction and Refinement, Transportation
and Motor Culture, Detroit and The End of Oil are
the series comprising Edward Burtynsky’s photographic project called Oil, probably the best-known
artistic portrait of oil and its environment. The largeformat, breathtaking images of oil-derived loftiness
were inspired by a desire to convey a sense of dread
caused by the ambiguous nature and scale of the oil
and automotive industry. On the one hand, oil offers
us virtually unlimited possibilities of production and
transportation, while, on the other hand, the immense side effects of the extraction, refining, processing and exploitation of the fuel seem to far outweigh the freedom offered by car driving. The vast
and picturesque landscapes of oil fields, multilevel
highways, automotive plants, slick refineries and
seemingly endless pipelines are monuments of the
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Edward Burtynsky, SOCAR Oil Fields #9
Baku, Azerbaijan, 2006
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Edward Burtynsky, Oil Refineries #15 Saint John,
New Brunswick,Canada, 1999

Edward Burtynsky, Highway #5 Los Angeles,
California, USA, 2009
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power of human agency and technological grandness
but at the same time serve as images of the hell of
the industrial revolution in its twilight, the ruthless
dehumanized logic of production growth at all cost,
whatever the consequences for the environment and
the future generations. Burtynsky’s fear-arousing
critique defends obvious moral reasons, inspiring
feelings of anxiety, suspicion and rightful protest.
Seemingly filled with simple, pure admiration,
Bronislav Kropilak’s photographic series, Factories,
is much more ambiguous and open to interpretation than would appear at first sight. The Slovak artist takes nocturnal pictures of working oil refineries.
His typological series leaning towards minimalist
aesthetics rather than the casual objectivism of proto-conceptual photography, Kropilak strives to emphasize the beauty of technological installations. The
metallic sheen, glowing lights, bright colours spread
across large uniform surfaces, complex forms of
crisscrossing pipes, mysterious domes and spherical
containers form a generic environment, an autonomous landscape which Kropilak portrays with a cool
but favourable gaze. There is no apocalyptic warning
here, no political accusations or eco-terrorism; quite
the contrary, the images are dominated by a sense
of narcissism, by smooth, shiny, clean, impeccable,
cool and neutral abstract forms. Decontextualized,

depoliticized and beautiful, the petrochemical-industry infrastructure seems to be something out of
a different era, a manifestation of sentimental retrofuturism. An image of the oil refinery shows its backwardness, old age, its incompatibility with what we
regard as modernity today, just as classic high-tech
architecture, buildings such as Lloyds or Pompidou
should be called examples of retro-tech, pre-postFordism, as we could say with a tongue in cheek. Today, oil refineries do not resemble anything that we
would call high-tech or modern; in an era of digital
culture and economy, pipelines, exhaust fumes, steel
and rust seem highly uninspiring attributes. But in
any case, as Bertolt Brecht once remarked, a photograph of a factory tells us virtually nothing about the
relations inside.
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Environment
Deep Weather, Swiss artist Ursula Biemann’s
short video essay presented in the Maldives Pavilion
in the 55th Venice Biennale, is an effect of the author’s
over decade-long studies and struggles, an attempt to
portray the frenetic politics of global resource management and its side effects, the ecological, social and
cultural consequences. The essayistic form bases on diverse image sources, with onscreen text and off screen
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Branislav Kropilak, factory #1, 2008
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Branislav Kropilak, factory #05, 2008
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Branislav Kropilak, factory #19, 2008

Branislav Kropilak, factory #16, 2008
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commentary, striving to construct a multilevel narrative, though basically it elaborates on oil and water.
The symbolism of the two substances dates back to the
very beginnings of human culture and is fundamental
for the Indo-European civilization, but Biemann is not
interested here in the spiritual properties traditionally attributed to water or the demonic connotations
of petroleum. Rather, she grapples with the issue of
the representation of raw materials, searching for images and narrative forms both significant and free from
predetermined meanings. Deep Weather connects and
combines hydro-geography with petro-geology, alternating images and stories from vast open-pit tar-sands
mines in northern Canada with accounts of the efforts
of farmers building protective mud embankments in
the permanently flooded Ganges Delta in Bangladesh.
The vast open pit devouring the boreal forest and the
constantly rising water levels ruining the efforts of
poor communities in peripheral Asia, the oil-driven,
machine-dependent North and the manual, extensive
farming of the South are tied into a single climatic knot
here. Nothing is more important here than particular
interests, struggle for survival and profit maximization,
and the main culprit is oil as it silently manipulates the
global climate, a substance whose multifaceted deceptiveness escalates human desires and obscures the real
landscape.
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Derivatives
Unlike oil itself, plastics, which are derived from
it and account for nearly 25 percent of its overall consumption, are in view always and everywhere. Despite
that, they conceal their origin and, as imitative materials, without set properties, able to assume any form,
colour or texture, they hide behind their own plasticity.
Petroleum is what makes them, what it turns into, develops and spreads through, and as such, oil exists in the
myriad of plastic entities. With their infinite plasticity, endless possibilities and countless forms, synthetic
polymers are unlike any other material, which is why
petroleum could be portrayed like a wild deity today,
a personification of boundless potency and unbridled
creativity. Oil’s organic provenance and underground
sources make it something natural, separate from the
industrial chain of the petrochemical set.
Plastics seem to be something utterly generic,
both eternal and disposable, superb and cheap, perfect and trashy. According to the common view, reflected in the Wikipedia article, aromatic hydrocarbons, which are the basis of most synthetic materials,
have nothing to do with petroleum, so why do they
conceal their telluric origin?
It is exactly the omnipresence of plastics that
makes us aware how petroleum has spread to virtu-
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ally all corners of contemporary culture. With their
pleasant artificiality, smoothness, flexibility and
light weight, plastics make manifest the limit-free
neoliberal vision of the individual’s ability to perfect themselves, to create and recreate their external
appearance (in which they are helped by cosmetics, gymnastics, dietetics and surgery), professional
condition (in terms of working-time flexibility, ease
of retraining, constant development), and even emotional life. So what do petroleum, the petrodollarfuelled economy and intensified movement of goods
and services share with plastics and plasticity? And
how to identify images of this oil-derived plexus in
contemporary art?
Plastics are terribly inexhaustible and indestructible, and seem to be an emanation of a total
body, the different parts/units of which are devoid
of particular characteristics, special marks, spatial or
temporal indices. Each block of styrofoam is identical. Artist Piotr Łakomy creates installations with
blocks of dark styrofoam of the kind used for building insulation, performing slight interventions on
the monolithic surfaces of the foamed plastic, chemically burning small holes, grooves, marks on them.
The interventions are low-key, quasi-industrial,
and not so much individualize or anthropomorphize
the polystyrene objects as demonstrate their impas-

siveness, resilience and stability. In the real world,
such styrofoam blocks tightly cover a great many
buildings, absorbing human life, isolating, containing with their silent and impenetrable layer; in the
art space, they delicately and gradually fill us with a
sense of dread.
Plastic is common, egalitarian, worthless, infinite and cheap; oil is finite, desirable, valuable, offering wealth and possibilities. Although they belong to the same economic and chemical order, they
build seemingly different aesthetic regimes – even if
watching engine oil, asphalt and a styrofoam block
is silently moving in the same way. Plasticity as a
mythical essence of the possibility of endless transformations seems to apply equally to petroleum and
its industry, motor culture, petrodollar-based global financial markets and to virtually every sphere of
civilization that is based on a permanent and constantly accelerating circulation of ever less durable
goods.
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Piotr Łakomy, Untitled, automotive paint on styrofoam,
2012 , 183 x 100 x 100
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The
Humping Pact
Dmitry Paranyushkin
& Diego Agullo

The Humping Pact is a project by two friends who made
a pact to occupy spaces humping together. We share
the perversion of multiplying our two naked bodies and
spread them all over the frame and beyond.
The spaces that we find for humping should in themselves be
perverse and somewhat dysfunctional: such as abandoned
factories, failed city areas, disused or misused facilities.
We then put our bodies in relation to them in order to release the excess desire and tension present within.
Our humping adventure is mission-based: each mission
has a unifying thread, be it a geographical location or
a certain theme. It is made possible by our supporters, who
generously finance the practice through contributions
and purchasing our work.
humpingpact.com
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Copenhagen, 2013
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Copenhagen, 2013
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Dolomites, 2013
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Dolomites, 2013
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Madrid, 2013
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Liepaja, 2013
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Brussels, 2013
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Brussels, 2013
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Vienna, 2013
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Vienna, 2013
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Vienna, 2013
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Frankfurt, 2013
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Frankfurt, 2013
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Berlin, 2013
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Berlin, 2013
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Berlin, 2013
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Goteborg , 2013
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Goteborg , 2013
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Internal organs
Monika Drożyńska
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Asthmatic and
Bones
Agnieszka Szablikowska

For the last sixteen years, a small tombstone with
the inscription NICK BEEF has stood in the Shannon
Rose Hill Cemetery in Fort Worth, Texas. Nothing
about it would be exceptional if not for one infamous
neighboring and equally simple grave marker, under
which lies a man described on the inscription as OSWALD. Lee Harvey Oswald, America’s antihero – the
alleged assassin, who is said to have fired the gun that
killed President J. F Kennedy fifty years ago, on November 22, 1963 – was himself shot two days later under
mysterious circumstances, and thus, never faced a jury.
For many years, those in search of the truth about
the Kennedy assassination looked for clues in Nick Beef’s
grave, in the hope of finding links between him and the
president’s death. Speculation on this topic joined the
many other proposed hypotheses, according to which
the mafia or Fidel Castro, among others, could be behind
the murder.
And so who is Nick Beef?
On the eve of the Kennedy assassination, Patric Abedin, the asthmatic six-year-old son of a military
navigator, became separated from his parents in the
crowd welcoming the presidential couple upon their arrival. Having been hoisted on the shoulders of a vigilant
military police officer, the boy found himself just steps
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away from “Jack and Jackie” as their car passed through
Carswell Air Force Base. The day after this incident, Patric was briefly the undisputed star of his class. However,
in an unfortunate coincidence, the boy who had found
himself just a few meters from the presidential couple,
was also the one to pass on to his class the tragic news that
would shake both America and the world.
When Patric Abedin reached his teens, his family moved to neighboring Arlington. “Never forget that
you got to see the president the night before he died,” his
mother would say when they would occasionally stop by
the Rose Hill Cemetery on their way to the doctor. The
boy often wondered how it was possible for one man to
have such a dramatic impact on history; at eighteen, he
learned from the newspaper about a free lot next to Oswald’s grave. Suddenly, both tragic events in Patric’s life
and his vivid memories from childhood gave the President’s death special meaning to him, as did the burial
place of his killer... He used his savings to buy the cemetery plot, and a few years later, moved to New York,
where he worked as a performer, a member of theater
groups and cabarets, and sometimes as a writer, using
the pseudonym Nick Beef.
Patric Abedin returned to Texas briefly in the
1990s when his mother died. This is when he ordered the
aforementioned tombstone, which still sits adjacent to
Oswald’s grave.1

Abedin, alias Beef, chose a somewhat perverse
way to commemorate Kennedy’s death, although the artist himself considers his intervention to be a product of
his own personal reflections on the fragility of fate and
the desire to symbolically exist in a space where .. he feels
comfortable. The grave is empty today and will probably
remain so, but the sepulchral inscription inspired its creator to further action. He created DieKu – visual, poetic
prose composed of photographs of inscriptions and names
from headstones, in which absurd, ironic combinations of
words are formed from the graves of the departed.2
One does not have to look far to find graves
marking the boundary between life and death to which
artists have taken their hand or a spade. In 1985, a bone
belonging to Witkacy (probably a femur) was brought to
Poland after being ground (in a meat grinder) – no easy
feat organizationally.
Witkacy – a great, misunderstood, scandalous
and tragic hero. A supporter of the Tsar and soldier in
the Tsarist Russian army, who, many years later, at the
beginning of World War Two, committed suicide after
learning the Soviets had invaded Poland.3 Ironically, after the war, the artist’s burial place in Jeziory in the Polesie region lay within the borders of the USSR.
In order to travel to Polesie, a team of Culture
Commandoes, composed of Jacek Kryszkowski, Ela
Kacprzak, and Mikołaj Malinowski, joined the Society
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of Polish-Soviet Friendship. They received tourist visas
under the pretext of travelling on a fishing trip. Once
there, they went to the local cemetery, where they took
several commemorative photographs of the Polish artist’s grave. Late that evening, while ostensibly looking
for worms, they returned to the grave with shovels and
flashlights. . . They dug up a portion of Witkacy’s skeleton, put it through a grinder at their hotel and returned
to Poland with it marked as mustard. You could buy a
pinch of this powder in a plastic bag included with the
third issue of Halo Halo magazine, published by Kryszkowski, entitled “Witkiewicz Expedition to Russia”,
which also included a photograph of the author wielding the bone in his hand, as well as an accompanying text
and map. “Kryszkowski dreamed of being prosecuted
for desecration, but his dream was never realized: the
government remained stubbornly silent.”4
In 1985, the centenary of Witkacy’s birth, declared
“the Year of Wikacy” by UNESCO, the PRL authorities
moved the artist’s remains to Poland. However, when
the body was re-exhumed in 1994, it turned out that
an unidentified young Ukrainian woman had been erroneously buried in the cemetery in Zakopane, while
the remains of the author of Insatiability were still buried in Jeziory.5 This raises the question – whose bone did
Kryszkowski being back to Poland? Perhaps, in accordance with the theory offered by Koprowicz in his film

Mystification, Witkacy actually faked his suicide and
died not in Jeziory, but in Łódź in the 1960s?6
The members of the Culture Commandoes somewhat unintentionally, under cover of night, and allegorically dressed as fishermen, created a situation which
has become part of the mysterious aura surrounding
the death of Witkiewicz. Similarly, the hoax linked to
Oswald’s grave created yet another riddle around one
of America’s greatest mysteries, the assassination of the
now symbolic figure of President Kennedy, which, according to public opinion – has never been fully explained. In both cases, the truth is probably to be found a
few feet underground.
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Good Life
in Tolaqan
Zofia Nierodzińska
układów elektronicznych
badania psychiatryczne
prognozy giełdowe
prognozowanie sprzedaży
poszukiwania ropy naftowej
interpretacja badań biologicznych
prognozy cen
analiza badań medycznych
planowanie remontów maszyn
planowanie postępów w nauce
analiza problemów produkcyjnych
optymalizacja działalności handlowej
analiza spektralna
optymalizacja utylizacji odpadów
dobór surowców
selekcja celów śledztwa w kryminalistyce
dobór pracowników
sterowanie procesów przemysłowych”.
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The Poetry of
Decomposition
Olga Topol
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When in 1779, Samuel Johnson wrote to Elizabeth Aston: “Mr. Green comes home loaded with curiosities,
and will be able to give his friends new entertainment”,
the idea of the museum as an inclusive public institution
was still in its infancy.1 Although the age of curios, the
Kunstkammer and the Wunderkammer was drawing to a
close, the passion for what is rare and amazing, fed by
a continuous supply from the mysterious borderlands
of the empire, remained even more firmly planted in
Anglo-Saxon culture. The collection of Richard Green
was one of many, alongside, for example, the London
collection of Sir Ashton Lever, that satisfied the appetite of English ladies and gentlemen for chastened
transgression, for eyeing otherness. At a time when the
empire had been properly conceptualised, the English
public, still restricted by class boundaries, sought novelty within the limits of what was culturally acceptable.
This was the backdrop to the creation of the collection
of John Hunter, a medical authority in the latter half of
the seventeenth century.
In his home, first on Jermyn Street, and later at
Leicester Square, John Hunter created a unique collection of anatomical objects, fossils and taxidermy exhibits. The Hunter estate functioned both as his home, and
as a school of anatomy and museum. This combination
of private and public space was in keeping with existing
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cultural patterns, according to which collecting was a
means of externalizing and clarifying one’s identity –
in the case of Hunter, that of a surgeon and scientist,
and a member of his social class. The Hunter home was
visited not only by students, but, most of all, by celebrities like William Eden, James Boswell, Horace Walpole, Elizabeth Montagu and Elizabeth Carter.2
Unlike many modern collectors, in systematising his
collection Hunter tried to move away from the idea of curios,
aiming rather at the concept of nature as spectacle. By aestheticising and decontextualising his objects, which lacked
descriptions, he sought to focus attention on the exclusivity and medical specialization of his knowledge. Despite
this, in the eyes of many, the anatomist remained primarily
a collector of curiosities. The well-known story of Charles
Byrne, who suffered from gigantism, and whose skeleton
Hunter essentially stole for the purpose of studying it after
his death, has caused this view to remain a common one
even now. The museum today – The Hunterian – places
emphasis on its research activities and its promotion of
knowledge about medicine, yet to a large extent, it remains
a mausoleum of Hunter’s conception of the world, reflecting the atmosphere of the Enlightenment era’s desire to explore the mysteries of nature.
The Hunterian not only satisfies the need for
knowledge, but also curiosity, fascinating visitors as a

place of abstraction set within a modern city. Hidden
within the depths of the building that houses the Royal
College of Surgeons, the museum is far from the paths
commonly trodden by millions of tourists and strolling
locals. Anyone who visits the museum does so out of a
particular interest. The glass display cabinets spread out
over two floors, filled with transparent containers with
specimens of organs, provide a surreal experience and
saturate the senses. Crystal clear and tinged only by the
corrosive power of disease, they emanate a disturbing,
corrupt beauty.
The idea behind the Hunterian system of representation was to provide a faithful representation of reality. This includes both the specimens on display and
the works of art in its collection. In this respect, John
Hunter disagreed with his brother William, a professor at the Royal Academy of Arts and another of the
century’s medical authorities, who stressed that “the
superiority of nature over art seems to reveal itself in
practically everything; in the fine arts, the more accurate the representation of nature, the (. . .) more perfect the effect.”3 Looking at the issue from this point of
view, the preservation of organs – liver, heart, lungs –
by means of resin injection and corrosion casts results
in something akin to a finished work, saturated in gloriously majestic colour.4 However, the conceptual un-
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Tab. 1
John Isaacs, I can not help how I feel, 2003,
Wellcome Collection (photo: O. Topol)
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derpinnings presented by Hunter for creating the specimens and displaying them in the museum result in a
final effect that differs from what the founder intended.
Hunter’s words “I can give a corpse any appearance”,
combined with a piece of facial skin (RCSHC/P 1236)
place the potential viewer in the position of a voyeur
looking for symptoms of death from behind a mask –
of one who seeks the macabre.
The mortal remains assembled in the museum,
bared and on display for all to see, are suspended somewhere between being and non-being. This constant renegotiation of space, the potentiality of meanings, attracts artists. In her project Narrative Remains, Karen
Ingham sought to situate the issue of identity and emotion within the context of the anatomical museum. Fascinated by the atmosphere of the Hunterian, she wrote:
“I find myself alone in the space of the crystal gallery,
the sudden silence momentarily disquieting. Gradually,
within the stillness, I sense the presence of the dead. If
I listen carefully will I hear their whispers ? In front of
me is the maternity section. Bay 24, Shelf 3. Jar after jar
of tiny infants in various stages of development. All the
dead voices: what do they say?”5
The mindfulness of the artist leads us towards the
ontological indefiniteness of being, an obscure place,
existing “in between” worlds. While for scientists vis159
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Tab. 2
Willam Cobbing, Palindrom, 2003,
Wellcome Collection (photo. O. Topol)
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iting the museum, the collection is rooted in reality,
the Enlightenment path to knowledge, for artists, this
environment is marked with uncertainty, a shameful(?) look at oneself through the body, a body which is
suspended between materiality and dematerialization:
the decomposition of the Other suspended in a state of
objectivity/subjectivity.
The interaction between the body and space, between materiality and time, which define scientific progress and the impact of civilization on our lives, is a motif that is played out not only by the Hunterian, but also
by other institutions engaged in discourse on science and
aesthetics. On the often, ironically, intersecting maps of
curiosities and science in the Wellcome Collection in London, one can see a work by John Isaacs, I Can Not Help the
Way I Feel (Table 1). This huge, headless body with all the
signs of a tormenting affliction illustrates part of an exhibition on obesity. However, according to the artist, its
tormented physicality is primarily an act of transposition;
what the body is expressing here is inner torment. Next to
this work, William Cobbing explores the hypothesis that
the skull and the pelvis may have the same evolutionary
roots, and that our present-day anatomy may merely be
an accident, a matter of chance (Table 2).
The space of the museum becomes a realm of
negotiation between art, entertainment and science.
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Anatomy here is a media-enhanced spectacle. The role
of the curator in museums of science is becoming evermore closely integrated with the function of a curator
of art. Meanwhile, at institutions where the collections
are primarily anatomical, the curator sometimes seems
more of a priest, with the exhibition space becoming in some sense a realm of the sacred. It seems that
the spatial indefiniteness of meaning in the Hunterian Museum and other similar collections – which are
both temples of learning and places of rest for the often nameless victims of strange diseases – makes them
a magnet for visitors. More than three hundred years
ago, the play The anatomist, or, The sham doctor by Edward Ravenscroft celebrated a triumph on the London
stage because, as Jonathan Sawday puts it, “the macabre presence on stage of a corpse which comes alive and
protests against its own anatomization.”6 Paradoxically,
the modern quest for knowledge and the desire to explore the mysteries of the reality that surrounds us also
feed our intuitions, fascinations and our need to transgress materiality.
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Samuel Johnson to Elizabeth Aston, 4 May 1779, in: The Letters
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The Fall
Marcin Zawicki
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 120 x 120
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 160 x 180
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 140 x 220

Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 140 x 160
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 140 x 160
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 80 x 360
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 130 x 180
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 120 x 160
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 130 x 130
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 140 x 140
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 120 x 120
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 120 x 120
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Untitled, from the series of The Fall, 2012,
oil on canvas, 220 x 140
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Troublesome
metamorphosis
Marek Wołyński
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1
When he had crossed the water he found the
entrance to Hell. It was black and sooty within, and
the Devil was not at home, but his grandmother was
sitting in a large arm-chair. “What do you want?”
said she to him, but she did not look so very wicked. “I should like to have three golden hairs from the
devil’s head,” answered he, “else I cannot keep my
wife.” - “That is a good deal to ask for,” said she; “if
the devil comes home and finds you, it will cost you
your life; but as I pity you, I will see if I cannot help
you.” She changed him into an ant and said, “Creep
into the folds of my dress, you will be safe there.” (...)
As the evening came on, the devil returned
home. No sooner had he entered than he noticed that
the air was not pure. “I smell man’s flesh,” said he;
“all is not right here.” Then he pried into every corner, and searched, but could not find anything. His
grandmother scolded him. “It has just been swept,”
said she, “and everything put in order, and now you
are upsetting it again; you have always got man’s
flesh in your nose. Sit down and eat your supper.”
When he had eaten and drunk he was tired, and laid
his head in his grandmother’s lap, and before long he
was fast asleep, snoring and breathing heavily.1
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Takayuki Hara, In the Darkness that Blinded Me,
You’ve Become a Ghost who Broke My Heart,
graphite on paper, 130 x 160cm, 2009 (detal)

Takayuki Hara, In the Darkness that Blinded Me,
You’ve Become a Ghost who Broke My Heart,
graphite on paper, 130 x 160cm, 2009 (detal)

na poprzedniej stronie:
Takayuki Hara, In the Darkness that Blinded Me,
You’ve Become a Ghost who Broke My Heart,
graphite on paper, 130 x 160cm, 2009
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2.
People around you regard you through the
prim of your origin, education background and past
achievements. They have expectations as to your patterns of behaviour. You play the desired roles before
them. Still, you are hardly at rest and always on the
lookout. Sometimes you run away but reality around
you is a far cry from a medieval fairy tale or an ancient myth. Shape-shifting is not that easy any more.

handle it. At one moment you press too much. The
paper is nearly pierced through, the pencil breaks in
half and injures your hand badly. You come to understand that this is not a matter of good and evil. As in
fairy tales, there are things that are beyond our ken.
You move up from the paper and notice your blurred
reflection in a glass wall; you are in between.

A mysterious figure appears; it is a rabbit? A
twisted trunk and elongated, perky ears. The rabbit’s den tantalises you. It is not the false herald that
is said to eventually lead people astray? You regard
him and try to rationalize; after all this is a charming,
attractive and erotically exciting animal. Unable to
resist him, coyly, you follow him. He opens another
world to Alice. It is thanks to him that the young girl
discovers something she has not known before. You
look closely and only at the end of the wandering do
you notice that it is the guard of the court which will
sentence Alice to death.
You take a pencil in your hand. You were once
told that drawing, you would find the first intimate
experience so closely linked with each and everyone
of us. You start drawing, hardly remembering how to
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on the next pages:
Takayuki Hara, In, graphite on paper, 59 x 42cm, 2009
Takayuki Hara, Out, graphite on paper, 59 x 42cm, 2009
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3
Takayuki Hara grew up in Japan, where by tradition grandparents are duty-bound to scare their
grandchildren. The more a child is scared, the better
the grandparent. When he arrived in London he tried
to come to grips with Western reality, where fear is
currently seen as socially destructive. Even stickers
in the London Underground cautioned him against
taking any risks. Reading myths and legends he tried
to understand the reality around him. He recalled
the powerful impact of a story he had read as a child
about Daphne running away from Apollo; to survive,
she had to be transformed into a laurel tree. Merging
European stories with Asian tales, Takayuki demonstrates a whole range of alternatives, a spectrum
of shape-shifting realities. He incorporates organic
elements taken from nature into gigantic structures
that resemble machinery taken from the Metropolis.
He meticulously pictures worlds filled with imaginary creatures merging into one another and bringing to mind Bosch’s figures. He smoothes down the
precisely drawn devilish beasts with the Japanese
aesthetic of cuteness, equipping super-cute animals
with enlarged human genitals. He combines Greek
mythology with matters addressed by contemporary
philosophers. Inspired by the deeply Asian idea of
the ultimate return to nature, he freely explores is-

sues of fluid identity and cultural intersections, incessantly posing questions about the roles and places
assigned to us.
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The Brothers Grimm, The Devil and the Three Golden Hairs,
translated by Margaret Taylor.
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Takayuki Hara, Our Hearts Unravel in Unison in the Midst
of Shapeshifting, graphite on paper, 94 x 124cm, 2010, (detal)
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Takayuki Hara, Our Hearts Unravel in Unison in the Midst
of Shapeshifting, graphite on paper, 94 x 124cm, 2010, (detal)
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Takayuki Hara, Kiss, graphite on paper,
29 x 21cm, 2011
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Takayuki Hara, Jobs, graphite on paper,
29 x 21cm, 2011
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Imaging. On the art
of Justyna Kisielewska
Anna Czaban
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Obrazowanie/Imaging is the title of the most recent
work by Justyna Kisielewska, shown at a competition
exhibition of the 11th edition of the Geppert Competition in Wrocław a work which earned the author one
of the main prizes. Imaging is a small, nail-like lump of
dark matter, nobly placed on a white gallery plinth. In
reality this is non-refined silver, extracted by the artist
herself from around 20 kilograms of X-ray radiographs
which she had collected for over six months in hospitals
or had received from friends. The very process of reaching the appropriate method of obtaining the mineral
was long and laborious. Finally, by using the error and
trial method and receiving information from a chemist friend, the artist managed to successfully conduct
the experiment. Incidentally, one of the inspirations
for the work was Mr. Rysio, who in the 1990s skilfully
obtained silver in this way and earned quite a fortune.
Thinking in terms of painting and thinking by
means of images dominates in the artist’s (painter’s)
creative endeavours; this is something she openly admits. At the same time she demonstrates some kind of
fatigue or even a sense of exhaustion with the medium.
This is perhaps why it is hard to call any of Kisielewska’s work a painting. On the other hand, the artist
constantly explores the subject of an image, its status,
functions, forms, techniques and first and foremost the
very process of its coming into being, or rather becom-
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ing apparent. The process of imaging. The material of
the works is equally important since it helps reveal the
senses and significations inherent in the works. Take
for instance the work titled, quite suggestively, Images, or elements of a computer LCD screen immersed in
lumps of resin.
Some might see this work as a critique of the technocratic society and of the death of technology, whose
remnants are preserved like pathological tissue or curiosities in a formalin solution. I must admit I cannot
resist associations with a laboratory, but here the experiments are carried out in the field of aesthetic theories. The eight components of the screen were layer by
layer separated from one another and then immersed in
lumps of resin, like relics. The encapsulation of image
in matter, the destruction of it form, or its dissection
into no longer significant component elements?
In addition, Justyna Kisielewska creates largescale paintings covered with a thick layer of silicon
mixed in different variants with paint or, as more recently, with pulverised bones or plants, or soot. The
slippery texture of the paintings brings to mind thick
and viscous organic structures. Here an image would
be an imitation of the texture of the environment, a
flushing out of the tactile dimension of the real. She
also makes work that is composed of a two-metre rectangular stone covered with black oil paint or a mount

of clotted greyish brown silicon carefully laid on the
ground. The artist makes visible by furnishing shape
and form to what is abstractly tangible and transforms
an amorphous mass into representation. It comes then
as no surprise to anyone that when she is not involved
in creating art, she revels in construction work. As a
young artist she constantly negotiates her own goals
and priorities and checks out situations where she feels
the most comfortable. In the Tarzan project, for instance, she donned the costume of a gorilla and for a
few months, with a camera attached to her head, she
watched people’s reactions to herself. While she was
often unnoticed in the urban environment, the experience gained in rural areas or in the forest was quite intriguing. Despite the fact that her conduct was rather
friendly, and at least neutral, the figure in a black fur
and a mask roaming some distant places inspired fear
in the strangers she encountered. At one point, when
walking in the woods of Eastern Poland, she was intercepted by the Boarder Guard. She was also a co-author
of an ethically ambivalent action during an art workshop, when along with a group of three other girls she
decided to rob the remaining participants. Curious of
the reactions to their action, they unleashed roguish
instincts in themselves.
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Justyna Kisielewska, Images, 2013, LCD screen and resin
polyester m 22 x 34 cm - 8 pieces
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Justyna Kisielewska, Imaging, 2013,
X-ray films processed into silver - attempt 670
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Justyna Kisielewska, Episode, 2011, 4-55

Justyna Kisielewska, Untitled, 2012, silicone
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Justyna Kisielewska, Untitled, 2012, silicone
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Justyna Kisielewska, Untitled, 2012,
oil on stone, 180x140cm
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Justyna Kisielewska, Untitled, 2012,
oil on stone, 180x140cm
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Justyna Kisielewska, Untitled, 2013, 240 x 320
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Justyna Kisielewska, Anna Miczko, Work out, 2011, 4-52

Body and
manipulations
Ewelina Piguła
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Untitled, 2013,
(from work Loud whisper), photography
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172 no, 2013,
(from work Loud whisper), video
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Untitled, 2013, (from work Loud whisper), book
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Portrait, 2012, (self-portrait)
digital photography
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Portrait (Róża, Marysia, Ania, Zosia, Olga, Weronika), 2012, digital photography
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From the family album, 2012,
240digital photography
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Magda, 2012, digital
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The story of my body, 2012, book
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Arrhythmia
of reality
Emil Kasela
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Roger Ballen’s
Grotesque Puzzles
Aleksandra Glinka
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“Ultimately, Photography is subversive not
when it frightens, repels, or even stigmatises,
but when it is ‘pensive’, when it thinks”1
Roland Barthes
Looking at Roger Ballen’s most recent photographs I could not help the feeling of a Surrealist nightmare. The dilapidated interiors in disarray are stocked
with tattered furniture and household appliances,
twisted wires, leafless trees, fossils, stuffed or artificial
animals, broken toys, masks, and fragments of mannequins. The walls are covered in hieroglyphic drawings
that seem to have been made by children. The inertness of this matter seems to be, like in Bruno Schulz’s
text, “only a sham that harbours unknown forms of
life”2. This setting is filled with masked human figures
in various strange positions and inter-generic hybrids.
Among them we see domestic animals busy with their
everyday occupations, all kinds of birds as well as rats,
snakes and insects leaving their dens and holes. The
claustrophobic compositions are terrifyingly real. Pulsating with effervescent energy, they both fascinate
and repel, attract and provoke an escape. What is the
ambiguous power of these photographs?
Roger Ballen entered the world of pop culture
thanks to his last year’s cooperation with Die Antwoord
on a psychedelic video for I Fink U Freeky, but in fact
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Roger Ballen, photography from the series Ritual, 2011

he has registered his journeys into the deep recesses of
human mind on black-and-white films for close to five
decades. Born in New York in 1950, he never technically studied photography (he graduated from the School
of Psychology at the University of California), but had
contact with it since his earliest childhood. As the son
of Adrienne Ballen, who worked for the Magnum Photography Agency, he grew up among such photographers as Henri Cartier-Bresson, Andrè Kertesz and
Diane Arbus; these influences can be identified in his
work. As a teenager Roger documented e.g. the counter culture social protests against the Vietnam War. His
first album entitled Boyhood of 1979 is a result of a few
years of journeying the world. During the trip the artist
took pictures of boys of various cultural background in
search of the essence of “boyishness”. Initially Ballen
did not think of making a professional career in photography. On returning to the US, he studied the economics of mineral resources at the Colorado School of
Mines and in 1982 began work as a geologist in the Republic of South Africa.
Ballen was noticed by the art community as early
as the turn of the 1990s thanks to his photographs from
the series Dorps and Platteland, where he portrayed
white Afrikaners, residents of villages of West Transvaal
(South Africa). Traversing the country, Ballen directed
his camera at those who did not fit the official rhetoric
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Roger Ballen, photography from the series Malicious, 2012

of apartheid: the sick, disabled and socially excluded.
He showed them without retouching or the Romantic
approach. At that time the photographs were greatly
controversial. Today they are often seen as a critique of
the then system, but are far more than social reportage.
The best known picture of that time, Dresie and Casie,
Twins, Western Transvaal, shows two figures up front
against the background of a light-coloured wall. The
figures take up nearly the entire image. A viewer’s gaze,
unable to wander elsewhere, is focused on the distorted
proportions of the bodies and the streaks of saliva running down their lips, while the twins’ eyes seems to be
attentively watching the viewer’s reactions. The picture is uniquely discomforting. As Ballen explains in an
interview with Sally Pryor what happens when taking
photographs of people: “What they’re really doing is
making you look at yourself, and that’s probably why
you don’t like their stare”3. The thought that one might
actually swap places with them disturbs the sense of a
safe distance.
Ballen’s later photographs are less documentary.
After the success of Outland, the artist gave up his job
as a geologist and focused exclusively on photography.
The pictures of the Shadow Chamber and Boarding House
become more subjective and abstract. We can find here
inspirations with the painting of Picasso, Jean Mirò, the
Surrealists, authors of seventeenth-century still-lifes,
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and tribal African art. Ballen often takes pictures in
interiors inhabited by the homeless and half-wild animals and in the brownfields near Johannesburg. Adapting them for the purpose of his photographs, he installs
in them spatial installations composed of broken objects found in the interiors or brought in specifically by
the artist; they look like cabinets of curiosities. Along
with the stained walls and the artist’s drawings, these
constructions are the settings of the photographs. The
most recent series Asylum was shot in a multi-storey
house, converted by the owner into a unique shelter for
the indigent, with tens of birds free to be there (ducks,
chickens, geese, and pigeons)4. The animals within the
installations arranged by the artist are the principal actors of the mute performances taking place in the last
series of photographs.
The Asylum photographs are strikingly absurd
and grotesque. In Jumo the white rat and pigeon escape
through holes in a wall covered in drawings representing scary creatures; they are chased by a masked figure
with eyes of a deranged person. In Liberation a white
bird flies out of a skeleton dressed in a jacket towards
a mannequin sitting nearby and holding its own head
in the lap. Audience has something of the air of Kafka’s
The Trial: the bird shooting upwards is stopped in its
flight to liberty by a drawing of a woman’s bust with
an accusing expression on the face. In Malicious a small

kitten grins cruelly at the sight of wounded birds in the
foreground, and a man wearing a cat’s mask casts a melancholy look into the camera. In Caged a human head
kept with birds looks interestingly at a snake writhing
towards the animals. In Nine Birds the birds flying between poorly sewn pieces of rags, children’s toys stuck
into them, seem to be playing hide-and-seek.
The highest power of a photograph is to persuade
the viewer that what is represented has really happened.
In Ballen’s photographs elements encountered in reality are closely linked with the figments of the artist’s
imagination. As Robert A. Sobieszek observes: “separation of fact from fiction in his work may prove virtually impossible; so may the differentiation between
acting on a stage and living a life”5. Enclosed within a
square still, traces of a disintegrating reality become
abstract signs whose sense is hidden in a network of
mutual references but whose source is located in the
artist’s subconscious. “People fail to realize that a camera is fundamentally a tool of the mind; no different
than a paint brush in the hand of a painter or a pen of
a poet,”6 observes Ballen in an interview. The artist’s
camera creates puzzles whose solutions can be found by
the scared viewer in the fears and instincts pushed beyond the margin of his or her own consciousness.
Ballen’s visual narrative resembles a tale of a hysteric who tries to pieces together a cohesive composi-
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Roger Ballen, photography from the series Liberation, 2011

tions out of broken fragments. The unintelligible Ritual
addresses all kinds of cultural practices. The ubiquitous primitive drawings are a multiplied echo of the
stains and doodles that the artist had seen on the walls
of homes of Afrikaner settlers. Apparitions, distorted
puppets and mannequins are what is left of the integral human nature. The human being nearly disappears in Ballen’s most recent photographs. The figures
merge with the surrounding environment. The faces
are masked. At times, as in Look Alike, the mask totally appropriates the identity of a person and makes
him resemble a fairy-tale monster gnarling its teeth.
Sometimes, as in Alter Ego, the figure makes an attempt
to break free from the mask. The viewer is constantly
watched by the figures drawn or photographed earlier.
In Liberation, looking at the oval painting above the
seated figures you have the impression that you look at
your own face in a crazy mirror.
Ballen’s world is ordered by the logic of madness,
which lends an ear to irrational instincts rather than to
the rational mind. Taking pictures of animals makes
the artist assume a slightly different perspective than
in those instances when he portrays people. “I am not
able to provide an explanation of what an animal thinks
or feels when I attempt to take their photograph. (…) I
do not feel self-conscious when I photograph animals
whilst with people I have to take into account their sen-
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sibility as we interact,”7 explains the photographer in
a conversation with Giovanni Aloi. In his earlier series
Ballen stressed the antagonistic relation between animals and humans. In Eugene on the Phone of the Outland series we are riveted to the thoughtlessness of the
boy holding on to a cat’s tail. Gradually the homo sapiens pictured by Ballen starts to lose the upper hand.
In the Asylum the human figure is trapped within contraptions that only birds can escape. The well-recognised and familiar hierarchy gets destroyed. Instinct
overcame civilisation. Can true liberation be had only
in a return to nature?

Endnotes
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2
3
4
5
6
7
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To swing an ass for
a nobler cause
– a few remarks on
postpornography
Ewa Opałka
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One of the most striking media facts from the world
of cultural mainstream that have permeated to my
conscious thoughts this year concerned an event of
nearly historical status today, seen increasingly as
a milestone in the debate on women as well as gender, racial and sexual roles. This event (?) I am referring to occurred during this year’s gala of MTV
Music Awards. Naturally, I mean the famous twerking by Miley Cyrus, until recently an idol of female
teenagers growing up in the climate of waning globalisation, an archetype of a “Disney starlet”, who
at present – according to her own official statements
– transcends the taboos of acceptable ways of public expression of female sexuality. She discovers, for
herself and other women (and men), layers of erotic
agency, taking into her hands and between her legs a
tool: a huge demolition ball that is to once and for all
crush the last ramparts of prudery. Scantily dressed,
Miley saddles the ball and bounces on it to explore
the layers of new erotic expression. The problem
seems to be, however, that the layers at this precise
visual and performative level have been fully exploited earlier by pillage policies that so fittingly define
the so-called contemporary time.
Getting to the heart of the matter and at the same
time to the heart of my surprise – a new Miley Cyrus
donning a hairy costume of a bear sticking a big pink
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tongue (the singer, like the mascot, winking an eye to
everyone, started to stick out her “phallic” tongue),
only to take it off at once and swing her behind in
the direction of a male pop star, somehow managed
to dismay everyone. From Hollywood celebrities, including her senior (Sinead O’Connor’s letter) and
junior colleagues (“Miley, stop sticking your f****ng
tongue!” by Kelly Osborne) and Anglo-Saxon feminists, who are en gross alien to pornography; all decided to express their disgust, repulsion, outrage or,
ultimately, concern.
Objections were expressed on various grounds,
from a violation of some vaguely defined aesthetic
standard, through commonsensical comments on
the singer’s misappropriation of the performative
code of an African American community (twerking), through the most convincing statements, albeit
preached ex cathedra, supposed to make the singer
aware of the fact that all her actions are manipulated
and perpetuate the patriarchal status quo based on the
exploitation of women’s bodies and sexuality by the
male capital.
The first kind of objections, related to the norm of
what aspects of the field of sexuality can be publicly
shown, is hard to swallow given the obvious fact that
the MTV Music Award is an event held almost exclusively to rip apart conventions. It is, then, in a sense

an conventionally transgressive event. This does not
change the basic fact that it acts as a kind of barometer of what is found acceptable or still “in good taste”
by representatives of the establishment of mass entertainment. The question of transgressing an aesthetic standard of what can be shown on the stage is
related in turn to what is pornographic and to what,
because of non-compliance with the standard, cannot enter the stage (i.e. the public zone). (I will discuss at length the relation between the obscene and
pornography later on in the text.) Let me address
now the objection to Cyrus’s racist misappropriation
of a unique gesture originating in the street culture of
colour minorities in the USA. That Cyrus misappropriated twerking (naturally, she is not the first white
woman to swing her behind in a unique manner!) was
severely censured but it was hard to find within this
criticism some critical approach to twerking as such,
as an element of an eclectic dance style that perpetuates a clearly pornographic image of women. Twerking appears in virtually all music videos and shows
by nearly all African American performers of both
sexes (or coloured dancers, who are the vast majority
of members of choreographic ensembles of a whole
lot of white stars of US pop music). Naturally, regarding the US music market from the perspective of
Eastern Europe I might have problems comprehend-
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ing all the subtleties of differentiating between Miley
Cyrus’s twerking and that of Beyonce; the latter, as
an affluent African American of upper middle class,
an advocate of feminism most likely primarily in its
hard-core, American liberal incarnation broken by
the third wave of softening the uncompromising notion of gender (I must admit I have never studied in
depth the nuances of the feminist commitment of
the author of Single Lady, but because of her social
status and the attendant lifestyle she can hardly pass
for a belligerent Marxist), who probably swings her
behind with greater class and in a nobler cause.
A dedication to Miley Cyrus of a lengthy paragraph
of the article supposed to map out issues related to
so-called post-pornography calls for an explanation.
This case indicates first of all that the conventionalisation of a transgressive gesture of a young singer once
more helped surface the question of possible representation and public performance of female sexuality. The event triggered reactions of feminist circles,
but, let me reiterate, the most vociferous (if not the
only so far) feminist reaction was that of those women (and men) who currently read any gesture made
by Cyrus within the framework of anti-pornography,
perpetuating her role of a victim (of the market that
exploits women’s bodies) as well as that of an executioner – a collaborator of the patriarchal system

perpetuating the victim’s role of all the other women.
Such a position refers us directly to the another historical stage of the contention between feminists who
wish to introduce legislative changes aimed at the
censorship of representation of a (primarily heterosexual) sexual act and representatives of a feminism
that objects to censorship, who assume that a censor’s gesture applies a solution that dismantles from
within a system of tools of resistance and of the political struggle for women’s rights. At the same time
feminist scholars and activists advocating the tradition of the latter current demonstrate a tendency to
make significant differentiations of the representation of women in overt or covert pornographic representations. They seek theoretical and practical solutions allowing their reception (and creation) in a
way that would transcend the dualistic perception of
sexual relations between woman and man in terms of
a simple pattern: the male is an exploitative, aggressive subject, while the woman is the exploited, passive and submissive object. This takes place at a time
when successive generations of representatives of the
former current of feminism seem to be promoting a
position where the woman is invariably cast in a role
of an exploited victim, and the representation originating in imagination automatically transforms into a
reality abounding in acts of violence against women.
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“Pornography is theory, rape is practice” – the
famous slogan coined by Robin Morgan1 became the
motto of the Commission on Pornography, set up in
1986 by the US Attorney General Edwin Meese. The
commission, whose meetings concluded with a written report, were an unprecedented coalition of antipornographic pro-censorship feminists, representatives of an offshoot of a second wave and defined as
cultural, as well as republican, conservative politicians connected with the Ronald Reagan administration. Both conservative politicians and feminists
agreed that pornography (although hard to define)
is invariably demeaning to women and tantamount
to violence against them2. Linda Williams, the first
and one of the most relentless feminist theoretician
of pornography opting against censorship observes:
“Feminists opposed to pornography, such as Robin
Morgan, Andrea Dworkin, Susan Griffin, Catherine
MacKinnon, and Susan Kappeler, see violence as
inseparable from the role played by men in normal
heterosexual relations. (…) Andrea Dworkin (…) believes that the sexual act defined as an act of invasionpenetration inflicted on a passive object (woman) by
the active subject (man) is the prime source of sexual
violence. Women who derive pleasure from imagined
scenes of violence or a violent intercourse (…) collaborate with the phallic oppressor”3.

Such a position, perpetuating sexual roles and the
essentialist perception of the sexes is coupled with a
conviction that the representation of a sexual act seen
as an act of oppression directly triggers incidents of
violence, perpetrated by men against women. This
kind of conviction may be interpreted as faith in the
agency of images, which is theoretically supported
by ideas that regard photographs and even more so
films as a direct presentation of reality. The author
of this current of film theory is André Bazin4. His
ontology of a photographic image assumes that “the
cinema does not show objects but rather re-presents
them. Photography, in particular motion pictures, is
not a typical iconography that resembles the world; it
is a world, transferred thanks to an automatic record
of an object from the world onto photographic emulsion”5.
Meese’s commission actually used a direct
quote from Bazin’s theoretical texts, concluding in
unison with feminists opposing pornography that
“both the actors [of blue movies – note EO] and the
viewers are victimised: the women used in hard core
movies are victimised by pornography, while those
who watch it perpetuate the patterns by inflicting
harm on others”6. Williams herself, studying pornography from the feminist perspective, reminds her
readers that the way the commission used scientific
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research indicating a direct impact of pornography
on men’s behaviour while developing the report was
opposed by scientists themselves7. At the same time
her position is close to the concept of the film medium as essentially pornographic (based on pleasure
derived from voyeurism and scopophilia), a concept
originating in the psychoanalytic film theory, which
in the 1970s returned in reflections of feminists
studying films. In turn, in a chapter dedicated to the
changes in pornography since the 1970s, the scholar
focuses on how the women’s perspective transforms
pornography at present. Trying to define what postpornography might be (a tall order, since pornography itself by its nature evades definitions), it is
worthwhile to invoke a formula developed by Williams, who in turn refers to the notion of re-vision
from Adrienne Rich’s text When We Dead Awaken:
Writing As Re-vision. Re-vision is seen as “the act of
looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, of entering
an old text from a new critical direction – is for us
more than a chapter in cultural history: it is an act of
survival”8.
As Williams sums up the women’s perspective in
the discourse on pornography: “the idea of re-vision
is especially crucial in the context of this traditionally
male genre: ‘survival’ means a transformation from a
sexual object into a sexual subject of representation”9.

While contemporary women scholars no doubt
share this approach, it is hard to unequivocally determine how this assumption of the position of the
subject might happen. Accounting for her experience with blue movies directed by Candida Royale,
the first pornographic film director, Anne G. Sabo
observes: “What I have found are films that have empowered and inspired me. Films that feature women
I can identify with. Mothers and daughters, single
or parented, younger and older, thinner or plumper. Women who confront culturally imposed sanctions regulating their behavior, and deeply felt issues
shaping their lives. Women who reject the speed limits of desire enforced upon women. Women who refused to be labeled”10. Analysing pornographic movies directed today by women, the author provides a
unique list of “criteria of quality assessment in pornography”. As a consultant of the Norwegian Media
Authority, Sabo – mentioning the work of directors
such as Candida Royale, Lisbeth Lynghøft, Anna
Span, Petra Joy and authors of novellas for the Dirty
Diaries project – creates a kind of textbook itemising the characteristics of a good, women-friendly
porn movie. Summing up the work of the founder of
Femme Productions, Sabo identifies two fundamental
criteria: “high quality of cinematographic production” and “progressive commitment to sexual and
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political issues”. Royale meets the latter criterion
through “camera work, its angle and motion and the
presentation of the bodies and their sexual fulfilment
in a democratic manner, showing a new language for
a heterosexuality that takes into account the democracy of the sexes; film presents itself via a sexually
democratic look that takes into account the dedicated mutuality that opposes the objective perception of
women present in traditional mainstream porn movies”. As for the first criterion Sabo mentions features
such as “powerful and convincing acting; a script
that locates sex in a realistic context; the setting and
costumes are realistic”11.
The list of criteria and the reflection on the method of their identification beg two fundamental questions. The first one relates to the need for labels and
definition of post-pornography. We may get the impression that this method works in a sense cross-wise
the dynamics of desire and against what can be seen
as worthwhile in a pornography seen also as a unique
tool of political expression. “The simplest definition
of pornography stipulates that pornographic content
is one that is supposed to stimulate sexual desire and
support masturbation (…). The definition may in fact
adequately address the essence of pornography, but
in practice it does not help to identify controversial
material”12. In study dedicated to pornography Lech

Nijakowski underlines the unique character of the
elusiveness of the definition of the term pornography, one noticed earlier by Meese’s commission. A
sense that a given content is or is not pornographic
is subjective; as a result pornographic content evades
stiff labels and at the same time retains some kind of
essentialist democracy, since the set of erotic stimuli
is forever open. On the other hand, the very category
of pornographic content, as in some way designated and excluded from public access and information
flow, invokes the functional definition of the phenomenon by Walter Kendrick, who “does not define
pornography (sophisticated or simple, ancient or
modern) as a set of texts with a n y common characteristics. He points to the evolution of all definitions: what seems a cheap element of mass culture
today was a privilege of elites in the past. (…) The
only functional definition of pornography is one of
its aspects: pornography is any type of representation whose dominant group or class would not give
access to to another, subordinate group or class. The
power-wielding group builds the definition of pornography on the possibility of its censorship”13.
Let us come back to the labels and categories of
pornography, to differentiating between “good
and bad” pornography as a method used by Anne
G. Sabo. Special attention should be paid moreover
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to features that, according to the scientist, are to be
the distinguishing features of “good pornography”.
These are: a special kind of realism, setting the script
in actual contexts, realistic settings and costumes.
Such a combination of what is to characterise the female perspective and assure women pleasure in contact with pornography and naturalness and a certain
spiritual touch may again be subject to criticism as
based on the essentialist approach to the sexes. As
Jill Dolan wrote in the 1980s when studying possibilities of expression and performing women’s desire
first of all in the context of lesbian pornography, the
essentialist approach of, among others female artists-performers identifying with so-called cultural
feminism, “disarms sexuality and desire, their dynamics of powers allegedly erased by the inscription
of both male and female gender into a natural, passionless spiritual space”14. In turn, the demand of realism, including that applying to the emotional motivation of the protagonists of pornographic films for
women, may seem doubtful when seen in the light of
a statement concerning pornography by Susan Sontag. Although the theoretician analyses the patterns
applicable to pornography in literature, it is in order to recall her extremely insightful and profound
reflections when seeking a special formula influencing the post-pornographic discourse. Pointing out a

unique emotional inadequacy of pornography, Sontag writes: “The emotional flatness of pornography
is thus neither a failure of artistry nor an index of
principled inhumanity. The arousal of a sexual response in the reader requires it. Only in the absence
of directly stated emotions can the reader of pornography find room for his own responses”15.
In her compendium of “women’s pornography”
Sabo refers moreover to more contemporary representatives of the genre, such as the British director
Ann Span who, constructing pornographic content and representations from the female perspective, does so in a far greater (than in Candida Royale) postomodernist easygoing manner, originating
in the third wave of feminism. However, regarding
different post-pornographic strategies and remembering that labels and ordering is usually exclusively
detrimental to the dynamic of sexual desire, it should
be borne in mind that the principal issue in the context of a pornography that could be pleasurable for
women is no doubt the question of the possibility of
identification.
In the case of visual, in particular film pornography, what is at stake is principally the deconstruction
of the famous relation between the male viewer and
the female being watched, subject–object in a way
that would omit essentialist and binary traps of lack
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of flexibility in the reception of this relation model.
Interesting solutions of these issues, attractive since
they do not refuse women the pleasure of what Linda
Williams termed “the madness of the visual”, appear
in a text concerning Japanese “comics strips magazines for women”, included in a collection titled
Porn Studies16. Originating in the tradition of shōjo
comic strips, erotic or actually pornographic “ladies’
comics magazines encourage strong identification
between the readers and the characters of the stories
and demonstrate ways in which women can express
and act on their desires. (…) [They] encourage also a
continuity of sexual experience between the fictional
stories and the readers real lives”17. Apart from a focus on identification with female protagonists, the
standard feature of pornography targeted at women,
Deborah Shamoon describes moreover an interesting
strategy of representation of women’s bliss in this
unique genre of comics pornography. It is the possibility of using drawing that offers a chance to transgress the limitation of the convention of “male” hard
core films since “male pleasure in hard-core cinema
involves showing the erect penis and ejaculation, the
physiology of the vagina makes female pleasure and
orgasm much more difficult to represent in film. For
this reason, comics are perhaps better able to depict
female pleasure. (…) In ladies’ comics, bodies are fre-

quently made transparent, such that penises, fingers,
and sex toys become visible even inside the body”18.
The possibility of seeking new expression, representation and performance of uniquely female sexuality, pleasure and bliss expands today on an unprecedented scale. Commencing studies on pornography
for women it is worthwhile to remember that the
definition of individual phenomena and account of
their specific characteristics should be conducted in
the climate of scholarly openness. It is hard to speak
about the ever greater expansion of the field of expression of female sexuality via enumerating criteria
of its limitation. All the more so we should not label any of its demonstrations as “improper”, “bad”,
“out of place”, to be able to later push off-scene what
cannot be accommodated within a culturally-defined standard.
In an introduction to the aforementioned volume
with the telling title Porn Studies, composed of articles focusing on the function of different aspects of
pornography in contemporary culture, written during a seminar in Film Studies at Berkeley University,
Williams once more defines what remains the most
essential question in studies on pornography. Trying
to define the increase in the presence in public space
of content that used to be excluded from mainstream
access, Williams coined the term on-scene. This is
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“the gesture by which a culture brings on to its public arena the very organs, acts, bodies, and pleasures
that have heretofore been designated ob/scene and
kept literally off-scene”19. The act of Miley Cyrus,
who adds a porn touch to her earlier image of a Disney Lolita, along with all the reactions it provoked in
her near and farther circles, would be part of this onscene phenomenon, seen as “both the regulation that
inevitably states what it does not want stated and the
opposition to regulation that nevertheless censors
what it wants to say”20. The intuition of a feminist
pornography scholar would, then, suggest more attention paid to Miley Cyrus swinger her behind than
to try and push her off-stage.
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The Things We Regard as Facts
To know something, without knowing for sure,
is a question that remains beyond the mind of someone who perceives situations as sums total of changes
occurring outside of their consciousness. The plan is
always greater, greater than the mind trying to grasp
it, especially if not a product thereof. It is not, however, a product of chance, as we assume, for then all
speculation would be meaningless. But this knowledge cannot simply ossify into a system of facts, especially that the latter are always a shadow of what
we regard as facts, a phantom of the specific light of
a situation decomposed by interpretation, which has
to remain in constant movement, ready for changes that find it and turn it into a new shape of things.
Facts leave their phantoms and deprive us of the
calmness of elegant, living-room deduction that is
transformed into a form of an elusive theatre within
the mind, and thus turned into an impatient form
of suspicion of the world, and therefore, ultimately,
into the mind’s suspicion of itself.
This is precisely what we call distrust: the most
depressing path of recognizing something that could
be hastily deemed as true. In this positivistic convention the ease enjoyed by literary detectives could, and
still can, enchant the readers of Edgar Allan Poe, Ar-
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thur Conan Doyle or Agatha Christie. And yet in our
elusive times interpretations have, with revolutionary precision, replaced facts, eventually assuming
also the characteristics of rigorously methodological neatness reminiscent of the kind of mathematical riddles that science not so long ago investigated
within its strict routine.
Yet this is only formal neatness, or pure formalism, as some use to call it, as they point out to the
existence of an unpleasant second bottom that denies us the satisfaction of ultimate conclusions. This
forces us to accept the presence of various theories,
the initial assumptions of which circulate solely amid
phantoms, like Platonic projections, of a dubious
value for objectivizing orthodoxies, unquestionable
to those for whom every subjective point of view defines a legitimate reality.
Thus every statement pretending to be truthful
conceals an initially incomprehensible ruin, the scale
and inherent risk of which should be carefully estimated beforehand in terms of potential profits and
perhaps inevitable, though at first unrepresentable
losses. For every interpretation conceals the ruins of
what we used to perceive as the austere architecture
of knowledge, founded on commonly available facts
which today may be of conspirational value only.
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System Is Too Much
Among the papers left by H., besides his notes
for two unfinished novels and a long essay on what he
called the ‘aesthetics of resignation’, you will find a
notebook with clippings from old newspapers: German, British and Italian reporting on mysterious labour camps on the Moon. There are also paragraphs
there concerning a ‘nature reserve’ where selected
species of terrestrial animals were reportedly held.
According to various ‘independent’ sources, the reserve contained prehistoric reptiles (‘resurrected or
shipped?’ added in pencil on the margin), birds (gobipteryx minuta, palaelodus ambiquus, struthis alexejevi etc.), and even fish (‘chimaeras!’).
H.’s notes on the subject dealt with various
theories concerning a secret colony reportedly set up
on the Moon even before the end of the Second World
War (speculations included also the possibility that
some of the laboratories may have been shipped from
New Swabia): ‘A project so extensive might have had
something to do with the idea of the Ark, had it not
been for the fact that it was started by the Nazis’.
H., who must have already been going mad,
elsewhere classified these fantastic theories as the
‘probable causes of the Third Reich’s economic collapse’. His mind, filled with puzzling details of the
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alternative versions of human history, saw only the
dark side of the Moon. In the shelter of his sleeping
room, on the cluttered first storey, surrounded by
reproductions of paintings by Lucian Freud, Bacon,
Bosch and Goya, he indulged in experiments with
hard-to-get varieties of LSD.
For many weeks after his death, newspapers
continued to report about a large weapons stash and
a small cannabis plantation discovered at his home.
‘That’s in case of World War Three,’ he said once,
quickly closing the door to the shed and diverting
your attention towards the garden: ‘At this time of
day the acacias cast a special shadow’. He planted
trees according to a predefined pattern that he had
cultivated in his incomprehensible imagination all
his conscious life.
Schlegel wrote once: you always need to have a
system. He also wrote: you should never have a system. Yet H.’s entire life had been a carefully designed
system that ruled out any randomness. Pure madness.

A visitor in the home of an industrial tycoon
generously dispenses discreet solace (‘accepting everything, receiving nothing’) to the residents of the
gloomy mansion in the suburbs of Milan. Although
confining himself to creating a system of kind gestures that communicate understanding for their position, he is soon taken for an angel who, with a special dose of mercy, undertakes to renew their existence, purposeless, as it is, but long located beyond
any material worries.
The mother, a sly, brisk person, secretly sniffs
the collars of his carelessly scattered shirts, smoothes
down his trousers and, with a tenderness unusual in
a woman of her status, hangs the jacket on the chair.
The dishevelled clothes spark off in her a previously
unrealized longing for the perfect absence of a lover,
a phantom who, in her imagination, would be able to
fulfil all carefully coded desires.
The morning light gives the homeowner a prolonged vertigo. The tree line, the truss of shadow
dividing the back lawn into irregular fields (every
inch of the ground separated by a dark-grey shape
being a lesser evil, the sum total of his possessions
constituting its whole), has been giving him nightmares ever since the strange visitor appeared. The
anxiety comes precisely in the morning, forcing its
way through the fence with the first rays of light and

A Theory of Ruin
(according to Pasolini)
Digestion performs the privileged function of a
poem or drama, source of ecstasy or dedication.
Gaston Bachelard
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Trzy prozy

settling under the unlisted address of his suddenly
interrupted dream.
He watches for a moment the two men sleeping
in one bed. One of them is his son, trying, with the
determination and misgivings characteristic for his
age, to become an artist by studying painting at art
school. The other man is a puzzle that has recently
moved into this house. Still, he cannot resist it and
accepts its strange presence, even though it is somewhat offensive to his sense of taste and self-worth.
Soon he is overtaken by sadness and sorrow as
complicated as a labyrinth, which he could quench
only in the arms of his unsuspecting, sleeping wife.
But the bed they share has long become a blank
field, a sign referring to the past, kept only because
of the rules that, they believe, oblige them to keep
up the appearances of a properly functioning marriage. Now, however, standing at the head of the bed
and looking at the white sheets abandoned on his
side, like a glacier tongue in a shady valley, he can
think of nothing but the random space, lacking any
meaningful coordinates, of the physical spectacle.
The trivial gravity, the inertia of bodies left to themselves in a space that allows no room for the intimate,
means that they have no chance of surviving together
in conditions that otherwise could not be more convenient.

The books he then reads (Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky,
Camus) do not offer the necessary consolation: ‘His
whole life was like that; a touch of gentleness unexpectedly turned him into a star’.
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